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edition of its top-of-the-line F-150 off-road package, the King Ranch Crew Cuts Edition.Starting at $56,195, the $75,100 King Ranch Crew Cut Edition includes a $4,050 Destination and Handling option, and the $8,000 King Ranch Tri-Coat coating package. But the real differentiator is the unique off-road appearance package, which comes with a set of new

graphics, unique grille with a center King Ranch logo, and a rear spoiler. The base F-150 is offered in seven different exterior colors -- a first for Ford -- along with two unique trims, the King Ranch Edition and the King Ranch Crew Cut Edition.Demonstration of spontaneous activity in the pancreatic gland of hypertensive rats. In the present study, we investigated
the type of electric activities exhibited by the pancreas from stroke-prone spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRSP) and from normotensive Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKY). The experiments were carried out on an isolated and perfused pancreatic gland preparation. Under the experimental conditions used, the frequency of spontaneous electric activity was

significantly lower in the pancreatic glands from SHRSP than in those from WKY. In addition, the most common type of spontaneously electric activity recorded in the pancreas from SHRSP was the "slow wave." Taken together, these findings suggest that the frequency of slow waves is increased in the pancreas from SHRSP, implying that the changes in
pancreatic function observed in spontaneous hypertensive rats may be due to an abnormal activity of the slow-wave generator.Peptidic potentiators of transport in renal brush border membranes. Peptidic compounds were synthesized which could enhance the transport of inorganic and organic anions by renal brush border membrane vesicles. These

compounds caused increases in the accumulation of transported substrates after 30 seconds of incubation. A limited number of structures was designed on the basis of the structure of glutathione; these mimicked
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